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I am an experienced technologist specializing in the intersection of journalism and software
engineering. Having a broad range of experience in corporate, non-profit, and public sector
settings,  I  excel  at  solving  difficult  problems  under  strict  deadlines.  My  research  into
investigative journalism and technology has been presented at NICAR 2019 & 2013 and the
Computation + Journalism Symposium 2019.

 
Skills: data analysis & visualization, web scraping, frontend & backend web development,

cloud deployment,  investigative automation

Experience
Consultant, News Apps and Investigative Tools – Cut Publishing, LLC
May 2016—Present 

As an independent consultant, developed innovative solutions to software engineering problems in journalistic, non-profit and public 
sector environments. Excelling at working in collaborative, distributed teams alongside journalists, designers, and developers, Cut 
Pubishing LLC has completed the following contracts recently:

Nonprofit Explorer – ProPublica                                                                                                                                                                (Oct 2019 – Jan 2020)
Nonprofit explorer is a web application allowing journalists to search, track and track nonprofits via their IRS 990 filings. Cut Publishing, LLC 
was hired to improve the user experience, expand the filings viewer and make more information available to journalists. 

Collaborate – ProPublica                                                                                                                                                              (April 2019 – November 2019)
Collaborate is an open source application enabling collaborative journalism by making it easy for non-programmers to gather crowd sourced 
tips and share them with distributed investigative teams. Funded by the Google News Initiative and ProPublica , this tool was built from scratch
during the contract period and is currently in use by ProPublica, the Center for Public Integrity and that Australia

Dictator Flight Tracker – Dictator Alert                                                                                                                                             (April 2019 – May 2020)
Dictator Alert is a transparency project and website, which tracks authoritarian-linked aircraft using open source flight data. The site was built 
from the ground up by Cut Publishing LLC using WordPress & Python Django and has tracked over 2,000 flights from over 900 aircraft across 
the world.

Bay Area Voter’s Guide – ByTheBay                                                                                                                                                 (March 2018 – Oct 2018)
By The Bay’s voter guide helped voters understand their local ballot elections and initiatives in a non-partisan, easily understood manner. Cut 
Publishing LLC was hired for the development and deployment of their web application.

Web Store & Subscription Management System – American Chordata                                                                        (April  2018 –June  2018)
American Chordata is a literary magazine based in Brooklyn, NY. Cut Publishing LLC ported their their Wordpress website to a Django website 
built from the ground up with literary publishing in mind.

Senior Developer – AlertMedia
February 2014—June 2017

AlertMedia specializes in providing companies with information that impacts their day-to-day operations. An early engineer at the 
company, I built and deployed their real-time news alert & two-way communication systems, steered long-term architectural decisions 
and developed cost saving innovations.

Data Journalist – The Austin Bulldog
June 2012—February 2014

The Austin Bulldog is an investigative non-profit based in Austin, Texas. Led research on a 6-month tax evasion story, using web scraping 
and open records requests, resulting in the recovery of hundreds of thousands of dollars. Managed all data analysis needs, automated 
research methods and built systems to perform background checks on political candidates.
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Academic Research & Presentations

Academic Proceedings – Computation + Journalism Symposium 2019
Robust Web Scraping in the Public Interest with AutoScrape
January 2019
Partnering with several investigative non-profit organizations, freelance investigative journalists, and an academic institution, I 
researched and designed an innovative web scraper which has the goal of reducing overall maintenance and development time required 
for scraping large numbers of sites. The result of this work, released as an open source project, is being published in the Proceedings of 
Computation + Journalism Symposium, 2019.

Academic Proceedings – Data Science + Journalism, Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Conference
July 2017

Presented research to the Data Science + Journalism Workshop. The paper, Extracting References from Political Speech Auto-Transcripts, 
focused on building a pipeline for taking error-ridden documents, like poorly scanned PDFs and audio transcripts, and extracting 
references from them. Presented an analysis from over 400 political speech transcriptions made during the 2016 U.S. presidential 
campaign.

Panelist – National Institute for Computer Assisted Reporting (NICAR)
February 2013

Was part of the “Campaign finance the data science way” panel at NICAR 2013, organized by Chase Davis. Presented my work on using 
decision trees and web scrapers to quickly characterize contributor makeup in contested U.S. Senate races.

Open Source Projects
AutoScrape
February 2019

An investigative-focused web scraping tool which implements a new web-scraping framework intended to simplify many common 
journalistic data gathering tasks and reduce maintenance costs. AutoScrape was built in partnership with several non-profit media 
organizations.

SparseLSH 
August 2014
SparseLSH is an open source library for finding groups of similar text documents in datasets and proves an order of magnitude speedup 
for datasets larger than available RAM. SparseLSH has been used in several local investigations including identifying PACs operated by 
single individuals in FEC data and uncovering tax evasion from property tax records.
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Brandon Roberts | Selected Portfolio

ProPublica’s Nonprofit Explorer
https://projects.propublica.org/nonprofits/

Nonprofit explorer allows people to search IRS nonprofit filings, going back to 2006. Written in Ruby on Rails and hosted on
Amazon AWS, I was responsible for modernizing the code base and improving the user interface.
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Dictator Alert
https://data.dictatoralert.org

Dictator Alert is a hybrid Django python web app and a WordPress website. From the backend, it tracks individual plane positions
through open source streams. These positions are combined into flights, which are then displayed on the website and used as the

source of Twitter and email alerts. I was responsible for all development and deployment.
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American Chordata Website
https://americanchordata.org/

American Chordata had five different services for their website when they came to me: two stores, multiple management
services, and a WordPress website. I took their WordPress website and built a custom site that allowed them to display and

sell issues, manage subscriptions and distribution – all in one place.
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